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Abstract. Decision trees are a popular method for a variety of machine
learning tasks. A typical application scenario involves a client providing
a vector of features and a service provider (server) running a trained
decision-tree model on the client’s vector. Both inputs need to be kept
private. In this work, we present efficient protocols for privately evaluat-
ing decision trees. Our design reduces the complexity of existing solutions
with a more interactive setting, which improves the total number of com-
parisons to evaluate the decision tree. It crucially uses oblivious transfer
protocols and leverages their amortized overhead. Furthermore, and of
independent interest, we improve by roughly a factor of two the DGK
comparison protocol.
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1 Introduction

Machine learning techniques are currently widely used for many real-world
applications. These applications range from spam detection [1], face and pat-
tern recognition [21,25], to the analysis of genome sequencing and financial
markets [17,22]. Unfortunately, in many cases, data mining and privacy are per-
ceived to be at odds since the data mining algorithm requires access to the user’s
information in the clear. Privacy is especially relevant to applications handling
sensitive data. As an example, consider the case of a medical study to diagnose
a certain disease. In this scenario, medical profiles of patients are considered as
highly sensitive data and their usage has to be compliant with regulations [7]
such as Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).

An important class of machine learning algorithms is known as classification
where each datapoint belongs to a certain class. The goal is to generate a model
that can predict the class of a new datapoint. These models are useful in appli-
cations that provide personalized services, such as recommender systems [29],
credit scoring models [35], automatic medical assessments [4], etc.
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In this paper, we address the problem of privacy-preserving classification.
We focus on commonly used classifiers: decision trees. Decision trees are simple
classifiers that consist of a collection of decision nodes in a tree structure. A
classical example is the twenty-question game where one player has in mind
some object and another player tries to guess the object with no more than
20 yes-or-no questions. Decision trees are non-linear models for classification,
yet they are easy to interpret since their evaluation simply corresponds to a tree
traversal.

The secure evaluation of decision trees involves two parties. A server pos-
sesses a decision-tree model and a client wishes to evaluate the model. This is a
typical setting in a cloud-based query system, where the service provider has a
model which was trained by integrating the data of thousands of users and the
client wants to learn the output of the model for her input data. An evaluation
protocol is said to be secure, when at the conclusion of the protocol execution,
the server cannot learn anything about the client’s data and the client cannot
learn additional information about the server’s model.

The output of a decision-tree model is computed by traversing the tree, level
by level. At each level, an entry of the client’s input is compared against a
fixed threshold and the result indicates how to traverse to the next level. The
comparison at each visited node has to be performed in a secure way, other-
wise there would be information leakage about the client’s input and/or the
server’s model. At the heart of our privacy-preserving decision-tree evaluation
lies an efficient protocol for the secure comparison of private values. It is worth
mentioning that comparison is an essential building block for developing many
other secure machine learning algorithms. These include clustering [8], support
vector machines (SVM) [32], matrix factorization [26], regression [27], and neu-
ral networks [23]. Hence, the proposed comparison algorithms can improve the
performance of a wide range of applications.

Related work. Privacy-preserving data mining was introduced in [2], [20], [12].
These works present different approaches to securely construct decision trees.
Protocols for the private evaluation of decision trees were subsequently devel-
oped in [5] and more recently in [7], [34], [31]. In [7], Bost et al. express the
decision tree as a polynomial whose output is the result of the classification.
Their representation requires a small number of multiplications and is evaluated
using a fully homomorphic encryption scheme. Wu et al. [34] reduce the problem
of decision-tree evaluation to the oblivious transfer of a leaf node. Assuming a
complete decision tree, they hide its structure to the client by applying a random
permutation. They so gain an order of magnitude reduction in client computa-
tion and bandwidth. Tai et al. [31] replace the evaluation step in [34] via linear
functions. This leads to better performance for sparse decision trees. Finally, we
note that [34] and [31] also introduce extended protocols that are made secure
against malicious adversaries.

In [9–11], Damg̊ard, Geisler, and Krøigaard (DGK) present an elegant
two-party protocol for comparing private values. It was later modified in [13]
and [33], and adapted in [7,34]. It relies on additively homomorphic encryption.
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The DGK protocol and its variants are dominated by exponentiations in the
group underlying the homomorphic encryption scheme. Those are costly opera-
tions. Another drawback in the DGK protocol is the communication cost. The
former issue was addressed by Veugen in [33]. The author was able to divide the
computational workload by approximately a factor of two, on average. Unfortu-
nately, the resulting implementation is subject to timing attacks [16].

Our contributions. We devise privacy-preserving comparison protocols that
reduce by roughly a factor of two both the computational complexity and the
necessary bandwidth. Furthermore, unlike [33], provided proper implementation
the proposed protocols are made resistant against timing attacks.

Another contribution of this work is a new protocol for evaluating a decision
tree model. We borrow from [34] the astute idea of hiding the indexes of the
comparison nodes using a random permutation at each level of the tree. However,
we reduce the number of comparisons with a more interactive setting. Doing so,
we also take advantage of the amortized complexity of efficient OT protocols.
The works of [34] and [31] require a comparison for every internal node. In our
setting, a single comparison per level is required. For a decision tree of depth d,
this amounts to a total of d comparisons. This has to be compared with the m
comparisons in [31,34], where m � d is the number of internal nodes.

Paper outline. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section
introduces some cryptographic tools. Sections 3 and 4 are the core of the paper.
They present a new design for evaluating decision trees in a privacy-preserving
fashion, making use of an enhanced comparison protocol. The security and per-
formance are discussed in Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes the paper.

2 Cryptographic Tools

2.1 Additively Homomorphic Encryption

An additively homomorphic encryption scheme [30] consists of a tuple of four
algorithms (KeyGen,Enc,Dec,AddH). On input a security parameter κ, the key
generation algorithm KeyGen returns a matching pair (pk , sk) of public key and
secret key. Let M denote the message space. The encryption algorithm Enc is
a randomized algorithm that takes as input pk and a plaintext m ∈ M, and
returns a ciphertext c. Given a valid ciphertext c, the decryption algorithm Dec,
using sk , returns the corresponding plaintext m.

For homomorphic encryption, the message space M is modeled as a finite
ring. Additional public-key algorithm AddH operates on ciphertexts. It takes as
input the encryption of two messages m,m′ ∈ M and returns an encryption
of m + m′. When the public key is clear from the context, it is customary to
write an encryption of m as [[m]] in lieu of Encpk (m). We then use the ‘boxplus’
operator (�) to denote the addition of two ciphertexts. Hence, an encryption
of m + m′ is obtained as [[m + m′]] = [[m]] � [[m′]]. Likewise, for a known con-
stant d, the encryption of d · m can be obtained from the encryption of m as
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[[d · m]] = d · [[m]]; i.e., as
∑d

i=1[[m]] = [[m]] � [[m]] · · · � [[m]] (d times). Finally, we
write [[m]] � [[m′]] for [[m]] � [[−m′]] = [[m − m′]].

2.2 Oblivious Transfer

Oblivious transfer (OT) [28], [14] is a two-party protocol between a chooser
and a sender. On a 1-out-of-N OT, the sender has a set of N t-bit strings
{σ0, σ1, . . . , σN−1}. The chooser selects an index j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N−1} and exactly
obtains from the sender the string σj in an oblivious way (i.e., the sender does not
know the value of j). Oblivious transfer protocols can be constructed from many
cryptographic assumptions. Efficient implementations are provided in [24], [3];
see also Appendix A.

3 Private Comparison of Integers

In this section, we introduce our enhanced design for the secure comparison of
t-bit values based on additively homomorphic encryption. To make the presen-
tation easier to follow, we describe it in stages. We start with a basic protocol
which is not secure when some prior information is known. We then extend it to
get full security regardless of the inputs.

3.1 Basic Protocol

The setting is as follows. Each party possesses a private t-bit value: Party A
(Alice) has x =

∑t−1
i=0 xi 2i while party B (Bob) has y =

∑t−1
i=0 yi 2i. The goal

for parties A and B is to respectively obtain at the conclusion of the protocol
bits δA and δB such that δA ⊕ δB = 1{x � y}. Neither party can learn anything
more about the other party’s input.

We depict in Fig. 1 the protocol by describing the different steps performed
by the two parties. Party B is equipped with an additively homomorphic public-
key encryption scheme. We let [[m]] denote the encryption of a message m ∈ M
under B’s public key; see Sect. 2.1. The message space M is assumed to be a
finite integral domain and to satisfy #M � t + 1.

Remark 1. In Step 3 (Fig. 1), note that given [[yi]], A can obtain [[xi ⊕ yi]] as [[yi]]
if xi = 0, and as [[1]] � [[yi]] if xi = 1.

To show the correctness of the protocol, it is useful to introduce some nota-
tion. For a t-bit integer a =

∑t−1
i=0 ai 2i with ai ∈ {0, 1}, we let a denote the

complement of a; i.e., a = 2t − a − 1. In particular, for t = 1, a = a0 and
a = a0 = 1 − a0. With this notation, we can reformulate an observation made
in [9, Sect. 3].

Proposition 1. Let x =
∑t−1

i=0 xi 2i and y =
∑t−1

i=0 yi 2i, with xi, yi ∈ {0, 1}, be
two t-bit integers. Define

{
c−1 =

∑t−1
j=0(xj ⊕ yj) ,

ci = xi + yi +
∑t−1

j=i+1(xj ⊕ yj) for 0 � i � t − 1 .
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Fig. 1. Basic comparison protocol.

Then x < y if and only if there exists some unique index i with 0 � i � t−1 such
that ci = 0. Moreover, x = y if and only if c−1 = 0 and ci = 1 for 0 � i � t − 1.

Proof. As defined, ci is the sum of nonnegative terms. Therefore, for 0 � i � t−1,
ci = 0 is equivalent to (i) xi = yi = 0 and (ii) for i + 1 � j � t − 1, xj ⊕ yj = 0.
This in turn is equivalent to (i) xi < yi and (ii) for i + 1 � j � t − 1, xj = yj ;
that is, x < y. To see that index i such that ci = 0 is unique, suppose that
ci′ = 0 for some i′ �= i. Without loss of generality, assume that i′ < i. This leads
to ci′ = xi′ + yi′ +

∑t−1
j=i′+1(xj ⊕ yj) � xi ⊕ yi = 1, a contradiction.

The second part of the proposition is clear. If
∑t−1

j=0 xj 2j =
∑t−1

j=0 yj 2j then
c−1 = 0 and ci = 1 for i � 0. ��

By reversing the roles of x and y in Proposition 1, we get as an immediate
corollary the following proposition.

Proposition 2. Let x =
∑t−1

i=0 xi 2i and y =
∑t−1

i=0 yi 2i, with xi, yi ∈ {0, 1}, be
two t-bit integers. For 0 � i � t − 1, define

ci = yi + xi +
∑t−1

j=i+1(yj ⊕ xj) .

Then x � y if and only if there exists no index i with 0 � i � t − 1 such that
ci = 0.
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Proof. If there were such an index i, this would imply y < x by Proposition 1.
The absence of such an index therefore implies y � x. ��
We are now ready to show that the protocol must terminate with the correct
result. Following [33], depending on the value of h (see Step 2 in Fig. 1), we
distinguish three cases.

1. Suppose first that the Hamming weight of x is greater than �t/2	 (and thus
δA = 0). This means that x has more ones than zeros in its binary repre-
sentation. Specifically, among the t bits of x, at most �t/2	 bits are equal
to 0. Furthermore, for 0 � i � t − 1, Proposition 1 shows that ci needs
only to be evaluated when xi = 0 since when xi = 1 we already know that
the corresponding ci cannot be zero. The case x = y is taken into account
using c−1.

2. Now suppose that the Hamming weight of x is less than 
t/2� (and thus
δA = 1). In this case, among the t bits of x, at most �t/2	 bits are equal to 1.
We can then make use of Proposition 2. With at most �t/2	 tests for ci = 0
(i.e., when xi = 1), we can decide whether x � y.

3. The last case is when the Hamming weight of x is t/2 (and thus δA is equiprob-
ably equal to 0 or 1). This supposes t even. In this case, among the t bits
of x, t/2 bits are equal to 0 and t/2 bits are equal to 1. Proposition 1 or
Proposition 2 can be used indifferently to decide after at most t/2 = �t/2	
tests for ci = 0 whether x � y.

The above analysis shows that (i) only the indexes i ∈ L ′ need to be tested,
and (ii) #L ′ � �t/2	. If #L ′ < �t/2	 then additional indexes are added to
L ′ to form L . This ensures that #L is always equal to �t/2	 and is aimed at
preventing timing attacks. Now the correctness follows by noting that the [[c∗

i ]]’s
include the encryptions of ri · ci for all i ∈ L ′. It is also important to see that
[[c∗

−1]] is the encryption of a non-zero value when δB = 1.
By construction, δB = 1 if one of the [[c∗

i ]]’s decrypts to 0.

– When δA = 0, Proposition 1 is used. A decryption to 0 means x � y. We
therefore have 1{x � y} = 1 = δA ⊕ δB , as desired.

– When δA = 1, Proposition 2 is used and a decryption to 0 means x � y. Then,
1{x � y} = 0 = δA ⊕ δB , as desired.

If none of the [[c∗
i ]]’s decrypts to 0 then δB = 0. When δA = 0, this means x � y;

when δA = 1, this means x � y. In both cases, we have 1{x � y} = δA ⊕ δB , as
desired.

3.2 Full Protocol

The basic protocol needs special care. In particular, it requires that the Hamming
weight of x a priori has the same probability to be greater than �t/2	 or less
than 
t/2�. This guarantees that δA is uniformly distributed over {0, 1}. Indeed,
if party B knows for example that the Hamming weight of x is more likely less
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than 
t/2� (and thus δA is more likely equal to 1), a value δB = 0 tells party B
that x is more likely less than or equal to y since δA ⊕ δB = 1{x � y}.

We modify our basic protocol so that it remains secure when party B has
some prior knowledge on the Hamming weight of x. The resulting distribution
of δA will always be uniform over {0, 1}, independently of the value of x. The
full protocol is detailed in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Full comparison protocol.

It is worth remarking that x′ as defined in Step 1b (Fig. 2) is a random t-bit
integer. There is therefore no way for party B to gain more information on its
Hamming weight.

The correctness of the protocol is easily verified. By definition, we have
y∗ = y + η − 2tY ∗, z∗ = y∗ + x′ − x − 2tZ∗, and y′ = z∗ − η − Y ′2t. This
leads to

δA ⊕ δB = 1{x � y} =
⌊

y+2t−x
2t

⌋
=

⌊
y′+2t−x′

2t

⌋
+ Y ∗ + Y ′ + Z∗

= (δ′
A ⊕ δ′

B) + Y ∗ + Y ′ + Z∗ .

Reducing the above relation modulo 2 yields δA + δB ≡ δ′
A + δ′

B + Y ∗ + Y ′ + Z∗

(mod 2), a solution of which is δA = δ′
A+Z∗ mod 2 and δB = δ′

B +Y ∗+Y ′ mod 2.

3.3 Further Settings

Encrypted comparison bit. Let δ denote the comparison bit; i.e., δ = 1{x � y}.
In certain settings, a party wishes to produce an encryption of δ at the end of
the protocol, rather than a share δA of δ (the other share, δB , being held by
the other party). In this case, we can add the following step to our comparison
protocols:

5. Party B encrypts δB using his public key and sends [[δB ]] to A. Upon receiv-
ing [[δB ]], party A computes the encryption of δ as [[δ]] = [[δB ]] if δA = 0, and
[[δ]] = [[1]] � [[δB ]] otherwise.
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Encrypted inputs. There exists another practical setting for the comparison of
private inputs. Suppose that one party possesses [[x]] and [[y]], the encryption of
two t-bit values x =

∑t−1
i=0 xi 2i and y =

∑t−1
i=0 yi 2i. The other party possesses

the corresponding decryption key. Our protocols easily generalize to cover this
setting as well. An example is given in Sect. 4.2.

Other frameworks. The technique we employed is fairly generic and can be
adapted to increase the efficiency of other bit-wise comparison protocols, includ-
ing the protocol in [18].

4 Application: Private Evaluation of Decision Trees

Secure comparison protocols find numerous practical applications. We apply the
results of the previous section to the private evaluation of decision trees. As the
values being compared will be random, our basic protocol (Fig. 1) suffices.

4.1 Problem Setup

There are two parties involved: a client and a server. The client has a private
feature vector x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Zn and the server possesses a decision tree
model T : Zn → Z. At the end of protocol, the client obtains the value zr := T(x)
and learns nothing else; the server learns nothing.

In a binary tree, each internal node ν
(�)
k (with 0 � k � �) at level � in the

tree is associated with a Boolean function

f
(�)
k (x) = 1

{
x

i
(�)
k

� T
(�)
k

}
, (1)

where i
(�)
k is an index in the feature vector x ∈ Zn, and T

(�)
k is a threshold.

The depth of the tree (i.e., the longest path from the root to a leaf) is
denoted by d. The number of internal nodes is denoted by m. Without loss
of generality, we assume that T is a complete binary decision tree; that is, a
binary decision tree with exactly 2� nodes at each level �. We note that it is easy
to derive a complete binary decision tree by introducing dummy internal nodes
and assigning an arbitrary value in {0, 1} for the corresponding Boolean function
f
(�)
k (x). This is illustrated in the figure below on a decision tree of depth d = 2.

ν
(0)
0

ν
(1)
0

z0 z1

z2

ν
(0)
0

ν
(1)
0

z0 z1

ν
(1)
1

z2 z2

Fig. 3. Transforming a binary decision tree into a complete binary decision tree.
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4.2 From Public to Private Evaluation

On input x, the evaluation of a decision tree starts at the root node. At each
level �, depending on the result of f

(�)
k (x), either the left branch (for 0) or the

right branch (for 1) is taken. The process is repeated until a leaf node is reached.
The output of T(x) is zr, the value of the so-obtained leaf node.

Public evaluation. When the feature vector x and the decision tree T are avail-
able in the clear, the decision tree can be evaluated by performing d compar-
isons. Let β� ∈ {0, 1} denote the result of the decision (0 or 1) at level �, for
� = 0, 1, . . . , d − 1. It turns out that

{
β0 = f

(0)
0 (x)

β� = f
(�)
(β0,...,β�−1)2

(x) for � = 1, . . . , d − 1
. (2)

Consequently, the index r of the corresponding leaf node can be expressed as
r = (β0, β1, . . . , βd−1)2 =

∑d−1
�=0 β� 2d−1−�, where (β0, β1, . . . , βd−1)2 represents

the binary expansion of r.

Example 1. Figure 4 depicts an example of a binary decision tree with 4 levels.
In this example, the index r of the output, zr, is given by r = (β0, β1, β2, β3)2 =
(0, 1, 0, 1)2 = 5.

ν
(0)
0

ν
(1)
0

ν
(2)
0

ν
(3)
0

z0 z1

ν
(3)
1

z2 z3

ν
(2)
1

ν
(3)
2

z4 z5

ν
(3)
3

z6 z7

ν
(1)
1

ν
(2)
2

ν
(3)
4

z8 z9

ν
(3)
5

z10 z11

ν
(2)
3

ν
(3)
6

z12 z13

ν
(3)
7

z14 z15

0

1

0

1

Fig. 4. Evaluation of a decision tree.

Private evaluation. In the private setting, the server knows the model T

(including i
(�)
k and T

(�)
k , for 0 � � � d−1) while the client knows x = (x1, . . . , xn).

– For � = 0, we have β0 = 1
{
x

i
(0)
0

� T
(0)
0

}
. However, the private comparison

protocols of Sect. 3 do not directly apply because the value of i
(0)
0 is unknown

to the client. This issue is resolved by providing the server with ��xi��, for
1 � i � n. Here, ��xi�� denotes an encryption1 of xi under the public-key of

1 We use triple brackets rather than double brackets to indicate that the encryption
scheme may be different from the one used for the comparisons.
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the client. The encryption scheme is supposed being additively homomorphic
with message space M such that #M � 2t+κ for a certain security parame-
ter κ. Using the techniques developed in the previous section, the client and
server can now engage in a two-party protocol to secret-share the decision bit
β0 = b0 ⊕ b′

0 —where the server holds b0 and the client holds b′
0. Details are

provided in Step 2 of Fig. 6.
– For � = 1, . . . , d − 1, Eqs. (1) and (2) become β� = 1

{
x

i
(�)
k�

� T
(�)
k�

}
with

k� := k�(�) = (β0, . . . , β�−1)2. In particular, for � = 1, we obtain

β1 = 1
{
x

i
(1)
k�

� T
(1)
k�

}
with k� = β0 =

{
b′
0 if b0 = 0

b′
0 ⊕ 1 otherwise

.

Specifically, if b0 = 0, the server knows that the client possesses the correct
result of the comparison; i.e., b′

0 = β0. If b0 = 1, the server knows that the
client possesses the flipped result. To maintain the consistency, the server
uses a copied version T∗ of the initial tree. If b0 = 1, the server updates T∗

by switching the left subtree and the right subtree at level � = 1. What is
important to observe here is that k� coincides with b′

0 in T∗. Hence, the client
can obtain

��
x

i
(1)
k�

−T
(1)
k� +μ1

��
—and in turn x

i
(1)
k�

−T
(1)
k� +μ1 after decryption—

from the server, where μ1 is a mask chosen by the server to hide the value
of x

i
(1)
k�

− T
(1)
k� . Next, the client and server engage in a two-party protocol to

secret-share the decision bit β1 = b1 ⊕ b′
1. To prevent the server to learn the

index k�,
��

x
i
(1)
k�

− T
(1)
k� + μ1

��
is obtained via oblivious transfer. Again, refer

to Step 2 in Fig. 6 for details.
The same process is iterated for � = 2, . . . , d − 1. Each time b� = 1, the

server switches all subtrees of T∗ at level � and calls T∗ the so-obtained tree.
– At this stage the client knows (b′

0, . . . , b
′
d−1)2, which is the index of the leaf

node containing the result in the permuted tree T∗. The client engages in a
1-out-of-2d OT with the server and thereby learns zr.

Example 2 (Example 1 cont’d). Suppose that the server successively obtains
b0 = 1, b1 = 0, b2 = 1, and b3 = 1. For � = 1, . . . , 3: if b� = 1 the subtrees
at level � are switched. This is illustrated in Fig. 5. The bottom picture is the
final permuted tree T∗.

Our decision-tree evaluation protocol is given in Fig. 6. The permuted tree T∗

is represented at level � � 1 by the string σ(�) = (b0, . . . , b�−1)2; T∗ = T for � = 0.
Step 2d in Fig. 6 outputs shares of the decision at level �. It is worth noting that
a single execution of the comparison protocol is run per level.

Proposition 3. With the notation of Fig. 6, for 0 � � � d − 1, the server and
the client secret-share the decision bit at each level; i.e.,

b� ⊕ b′
� = β� = 1

{
x

i
(�)
k�

� T
(�)
k�

}
where k� = σ(�) ⊕ j .
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Fig. 5. Public vs. private evaluation of a decision tree.

Proof. From m′
� = M ′

� − �M ′
�/2t	2t and m� = μ� − �μ�/2t	2t, we can write

δ� ⊕ δ′
� = 1{m′

� � m�} =
⌊m�+2t−m′

�

2t

⌋
=

⌊μ�+2t−M ′
�

2t

⌋ − ⌊
μ�

2t

⌋ − ⌊M ′
�

2t

⌋
.

Furthermore, defining s = σ(�)⊕j, we have M ′
� = M

(�)
j = x

i
(�)
s

−T
(�)
s +μ�. Hence,

we get
⌊μ�+2t−M ′

�

2t

⌋
=

⌊T (�)
s −x

i
(�)
s

+2t

2t

⌋
= 1

{
x

i
(�)
s

� T (�)
s

}
.

Putting the two relations together, modulo 2, yields

1
{
x

i
(�)
s

� T (�)
s

} ≡ δ� + δ′
� +

⌊
μ�

2t

⌋
+

⌊M ′
�

2t

⌋
(mod 2) .

This concludes the proof by noting that s = k�, b� = δ� + �μ�/2t	 (mod 2), and
b′
� ≡ δ′

� + �M ′
�/2t	 (mod 2). ��

As a result, the client learns the classification result T(x) at the end of the
protocol in Fig. 6.

5 Discussion

5.1 Security Considerations

The decision tree evaluation protocol presented in Fig. 6 is secure in the
semi-honest model, a.k.a. honest-but-curious model. It assumes two semantically
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Fig. 6. Secure decision tree evaluation protocol.

secure additively homomorphic encryption schemes, [[·]] and ��·��, and a semi-
honest secure 1-out-of-N OT protocol. Informally, if the parties interact accord-
ing to the protocol specification, the semi-honest model guarantees that (i) the
client only learns the classification result and a bound d on the depth of the
decision tree, and (ii) the server learns nothing.

The security is defined via the ideal-world/real-world simulation paradigm;
see e.g. the excellent tutorial provided in [19, Chap. 6]. The security proof of our
main construction is standard. We refer the reader to [34, Sect. 2.3] for precise
security definitions and to [34, Theorem 3.2] for the proof technique.

Selecting parameter κ. Step 2a in Fig. 6 requires a random mask μ� to blind the
value of x

i
(�)
k⊕σ(�)

− T
(�)

k⊕σ(�) in

M
(�)
k = x

i
(�)
k⊕σ(�)

− T
(�)

k⊕σ(�) + μ� ,
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for k = 0, . . . , 2� − 1. In Step 2c, as the output of the 1-out-2� OT, the client
obtains M ′

� = M
(�)
j for a single value j ∈ [0, . . . , 2� − 1]. This justifies that the

same mask μ� can be re-used at level �, for each successive value of k.
Moreover, when the message space M for ��·�� is much larger than the set

{0, 1}t, since x
i
(�)
k⊕σ(�)

and T
(�)

k⊕σ(�) are t-bit values, there is no need to draw the

mask μ� in the whole range of M. Any (t + κ)-bit value for a relatively short
security length κ will generate a mask that statistically hides x

i
(�)
k⊕σ(�)

− T
(�)

k⊕σ(�) .

When the message space M = Z2t (like in [6]), μ� and M ′
� are defined

modulo 2t as elements in Z2t (and thus �μ�/2t	 = �M ′
�/2t	 = 0). Parameter

κ will be in this case set to 0.

5.2 Performance Analysis

We compare the proposed evaluation protocol with the two most recent protocols,
Wu et al. (PETS 2016) and Tai et al. (ESORICS 2017), in the semi-honest
setting.

Let T be a binary decision tree of depth d with m [non-dummy] internal
nodes (i.e., decision nodes). Let also n be the number of entries in the feature
vector; each entry being represented as a t-bit integer. Both the computation and
bandwidth are analyzed. For the computation complexity, we count the number
of public-key operations performed by each of the parties. For the bandwidth,
we count the number of ciphertexts sent by one party to the other.

Table 1. Comparison.

In our protocol, the client first encrypts the feature vector. This requires O(n)
public-key operations and produces n ciphertexts. Next, in the main loop, at each
level � (for 0 � � � d − 1), the client mainly performs two steps with the server:
(1) one 1-out-of-2� OT where the client is the chooser and (2) one comparison
of two t-bit integers. We assume that the OT is implemented with the Naor-
Pinkas protocol (see Appendix A) and that the comparison makes use of our
comparison protocol (Fig. 1). So, on the client’s side, the OT requires in total for
the main loop O(d) public-key operations and d− 1 ciphertexts; the comparison
requires in total O(dt) public-key operations and d(�t/2	 + 1) ciphertexts. The
last step is a 1-out-of-2d OT, which requires O(1) public-key operation and
one ciphertext. Summing up, the total complexity for the client amounts to
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O(n+dt) with n+d−1+d(�t/2	+1)+1 = d(�t/2	+2)+n ciphertexts. On the
server’s side, the server processes in addition m encryptions (Step 2a in Fig. 6)
to form ��M

(�)
k �� for the non-dummy nodes. This corresponds to a complexity of

O(m). The OT in the main loop requires in total O(d) public-key operations
and 2d − 1 ciphertexts. The comparison requires O(dt) public-key operations
and dt ciphertexts (we suppose here that the server plays the role of Party B;
cf. Fig. 1). The last step for the final OT incurs for the server O(1) public-key
operation and 2d ciphertexts. Consequently, the total complexity for the server
is of O(m + dt) and the needed bandwidth is of 2d − 1 + dt + 2d = dt + 2d+1 − 1
ciphertexts.

A typical value for the precision is t = 64. As shown in Table 1, since
d � m, the proposed protocol greatly reduces the workload on both the client’s
and server’s sides. The bandwidth usage is also improved on the client’s side
with our protocol. On the server’s side, the savings depend on the tree spar-
sity. Denser decision trees give rise to more savings; for a complete binary tree
(i.e., m = 2d − 1), our protocol saves (2d − d)t ciphertexts on the server’s side.

5.3 Random Forests

As in [34], our main construction extend to the evaluation of random forests.
Introduced by Ho [15], the random forest improves the quality of the classification
task by combining the results of a multitude of decision trees. A random forest
F can be defined as an ensemble of decision trees, F = {Ti}i. Its output is
computed by taking the majority vote; i.e., F(x) = maj{Ti(x)}i.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we introduced an enhanced comparison protocol and several exten-
sions thereof. As an application, combined with a novel design strategy and
a number of optimizations, we developed an efficient protocol for the private
evaluation of decision trees.

Future work. An interesting direction for future work is to design a privacy-
preserving evaluation protocol in the multi-user setting, wherein the feature
vector and/or the model are shared among multiple entities. Another inter-
esting direction is to extend the protocol to make it secure against malicious
adversaries.

A Naor-Pinkas OT Protocol

Let G = 〈g〉 be a group of order q, in which the Diffie-Hellman assumption
holds. Let also a cryptographic hash function H mapping to {0, 1}t, modeled as
a random oracle. The sender selects at random K1, . . . ,KN−1 ∈ G and com-
putes y = gx for some random integer x ∈ Zq. The sender’s public key is
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(g, y,K1, . . . ,KN−1) and the secret key is x. The sender pre-computes Si = (Ki)x

for 1 � i � N − 1.
The sender’s input is a set of N bit-strings σ0, . . . , σN−1 ∈ {0, 1}t. Suppose

a chooser (Carol) wishes to get string σj for some j ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}. The
amortized 1-out-of-N Naor-Pinkas OT protocol [24, § 3.1] proceeds as follows.

1. The chooser draws a random integer r ∈ Zq and computes pk j = gr. If j �= 0,
she sets pk0 = Kj/pk j . She sends pk0 to the sender.

2. The sender computes (pk0)x and then, for 1 � i � N − 1, sets (pk i)x as
(pk i)x = Si/(pk0)x. Next, he chooses a nonce R and encrypts each string σi

as ci = H
(
(pk i)x, R, i

) ⊕ σi, for 0 � i � N − 1. He sends (c0, . . . , cN−1, R) to
the chooser.

3. The chooser recovers σj as cj ⊕ H(yr, R, j).

Interestingly, the protocol can be re-used multiple times. After the one-time
initialization phase, each transfer only costs a single exponentiation (in G) plus
N −1 multiplications for the sender. The chooser essentially computes one expo-
nentiation per transfer.
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